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This paper presents a study of the stability of electrical networks con- 
sisting of the interconnection of linear lumped parameter elements and memory- 
less nonlinear elements with uniformly distributed RC lines. It is shown that 
a large class of such networks can be represented by a functional-differential 
equation of the retarded type of the form: 
where xt is the state of the system and f is a nonlinear functional defined on a 
subset of C(( - co, 01, Es), the space of all bounded continuous functions 
mapping the interval (- CC, 0] into E” with the compact open topology. The 
principal result of this work is the presentation of a functional defined on the 
function space C, and the use of this functional to derive a set of theorems 
and corollaries concerning the stability and instability of the network. To 
illustrate the results, some examples are given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years a great deal of attention has been directed toward the 
analysis and synthesis of networks with distributed components, while 
relatively little has been written concerning the stability of the same. In two 
recent papers Brayton and Miranker [l] and Willson [2] have treated in 
detail the stability of networks containing lumped parameter linear elements, 
LC transmission lines, and memoryless nonlinear elements. Brayton and 
Miranker used the Liapunov theory for dynamical systems [3] as applied to a 
system of partial differential equations with linear and nonlinear ordinary 
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differential equations as boundary conditions. Willson, on the other hand, 
treated each distributed element in the network as a two-port and obtained 
expressions for the electrical variables at the ports. With these variables and 
the current-voltage relations of the lumped elements he obtained a system of 
functional-differential equations to which Liapunov’s theory for functional- 
differential equations, as propounded by Hale [4], was applied. 
This paper extends the results obtained by Willson so as to provide 
stability and instability criteria for networks containing distributed RC lines 
and memoryless nonlinear elements. A typical network for which the stability 
theory is developed consists of the interconnection of linear time-invariant 
lumped parameter elements, memoryless time-invariant nonlinear elements, 
and a collection of uniformly distributed RC lines, which hereafter will 
usually be referred to as URC lines. 
2. BACKGROUND 
The results established in this paper evolve as applications of the theorems 
on the stability of functional-differential equations established by Hale [4]. 
In this section Hale’s results are stated, and precise definitions of the terms 
involved are given. The reader is referred to Hale’s paper for the proofs 
of the theorems. 
DEFINITIONS. Let En be Euclidean n-space, with real n-dimensional 
column vectors, and let (x, y) = xty = ytx = (xiyr + *a* + X,JJ be the 
inner product of two elements x and y in En, xt being the transpose of x. Let 
11 * I] denote the norm in En induced by the inner product. Similarly, for any 
m x tl matrix M, let ]I M 11 denote the subordinate matrix norm defined by 
Ij M II = sup{]1 Mx II : x E En, jl x jj = I}. It can be shown that II M 11 = fi 
where h is the largest eigenvalue of MtM, Mt being the transpose of M. 
C = C((- co, 01, En) will denote the space of continuous functions 
mapping the interval (- co, 0] into En. The topology on C is taken to be the 
compact open topology. It has been shown [5] that C is not a Banach space, 
but is a complete metric space with a metric p defined as: For any cp and + 
in C, let p(cp, +) = Cz=‘=, mk , m, = min{bl, S,}, where 
Sk = SUP{ll cp(t> - 44)ll : - (k + 1) < t < - 4, 
and b is a real number such that 0 < b < 1. That p is a metric is easy to 
prove. If H is a positive number, C, C C denotes the subset 
fcp E C : sup II cp(t)ll < H, t E (- 00, O]}. 
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If -4 is a real number, and x is a continuous function from (- CO, A) into 
E”, then for every t E (- co, A), xt denotes the translation to the interval 
(- 00, 0] of the restriction of x to the interval (- cc, t]. In other words, xt 
is an element of C defined by ~~(7) = x(t + T) for 7 in (- co, 01. 
Functional Differential Equations 
Let C* = UOGv<m C,, . Let f(cp) be a functional mapping a set S of C* 
into En, and let k(t) denote the right hand derivative of x(t) at t > r, r a 
real number; then consider the following autonomous (the right hand side 
does not depend explicitly on t) functional-differential equation: 
ir(t) = f(x,), t 3 r. P-1) 
We say that this equation has a solution X(Y; ‘p) with initial function 
cp E C, C S at t = Y if there exists a real number A > Y such that x(r; ‘p) 
is a mapping from (- co, -4) into En, x,(r; ‘p) E S for all I < t < -4, 
x,(r; ‘p) = cp, and X(Y; cp) satisfies (2-l). 
The following results are not difficult to prove if one follows the methods of 
Coddington and Levinson [6] for ordinary differential equations, or by appli- 
cation of the well known fixed point theorems. If f is continuous on S, then 
there exists a solution of (2-l) with initial function cp in C, at t = Y. If in 
addition f is locally Lipschitzian on S, that is, if corresponding to each q E S 
and some neighborhood iV(cp) of cp there is a constant L such that 
// f(cp) - f(G)11 < Lp(cp, +) for all II, in N(cp) C S, then the solution to (2-l) 
is unique, and depends continuously on the initial function. Also, if f is 
locally Lipschitzian on S, the solution can be extended until the boundary 
of S is reached. In the following analysis it is always assumed that f is locally 
Lipschitzian on S. 
Stability 
If f(0) = 0, then the solution x = 0 of (2-l) is said to be stable if for every 
E > 0, there exists a 6 > 0 such that cp E C, and p(cp, 0) < 6 implies that 
xt(y; ‘p) exists for all t > Y, is in S, and p(x,(r; cp), 0) < E for all t > 0. If in 
addition x,(r; cp) -+ 0 as t - co, then x = 0 is said to be asymptotically 
stable. If S = C* and if x,(r; ‘p) + 0 as t---f 00 whenever cp is bounded on 
(- co, 01, then x = 0 is said to be completely stable. Lastly, x = 0 is 
unstable if it is not stable. 
A subset ik? of C* is said to be invariant if for any cp E M there exists a 
function t defined on (- co, 00) such that %t E M for all t E (- 00, CO), such 
that %7 = cp, and such that, if ~(a; a,) is a solution of (2-l) for any 
u E (- co, co), then x,(0; 5,) = ft for all t > cr. Notice that to each element 
of an invariant set there is a solution of (2-l) defined on (- CO, 0~)). 
For the statement of the stability theorems, some additional notation is 
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required: If V is a continuous functional on C*, and if x(0; ‘p) is the unique 
solution of Eq. (2-l) with initial condition cp at t = 0, define Yca-r)(‘p) and 
%,(Q) by: 
l&)(Q) = @+ (i) vYx,(O; QN - V(Q)) 
The stability theorems for networks with distributed RC lines that will be 
developed are based on one lemma and two theorems drawn from Hale’s 
paper. The wording has been changed slightly in some cases, and in Theorem 
2.2, (Theorem 4 in Hale’s paper) condition (1) and the conclusion of the 
theorem have been slightly modified. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let V be a continuous functional on C*. Let LJ, designate the 
region of C* where V(q) < T!, and suppose that there exists a non-negative K
such that I] (p(O)\] < K, V(cp) > 0 and Vt2--1)((p) < 0 for all cp E UC. If R 
is the set of allpoints in U, where Vtzml)(‘p) = 0 and M is the largest invariant 
set in R, then every solution of Eq. (2-l) with initial condition in lJ, approaches 
Mas t+oO. 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose f(0) = 0, and let the continuous fun&ma1 V be 
defined on C* such that V(0) = 0. Let U, denote the region of C* where 
V(q) < 8. Assume that there exists a K such that Ij cp(O)[l < K for all cp E Ul . 
Let u(s) be a function, continuous and increasing on [0, K) with u(O) = 0. If 
C, C U, and if ~(11 (p(O)ll) < V(q) and Vt.&‘p) < 0 for all cp E UC, then 
the solution x = 0 of (2-l) is stable. 
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose f(0) = 0, V is a bounded continuous functional on 
C and there exists a y and an open set U in C such that the following conditions 
arT(satisfied: (1)V(cp) > 0 on U n C, when ‘p # 0, V(0) = 0, and V(Q) = 0 
on that part of the boundary of U in C,; (2) 0 belongs to the closure of U r\ C,; 
(3) v(Q) < u(ll Q(o)ll) 071 Un CY 3 where u(s) is continuous, non-negative, 
and non-decreasing on [0, H) and u(O) = 0; and (4) I,!& > 0 on the 
closure of U IT C,, , and the set R, consisting of those Q in the closure of U n C, 
such that V$+ = 0, contains no invariant set of (2-l) except 0. Under these 
conditions the solution x = 0 of (2-l) is unstable and the trajectory ofa solution 
of (2-l) with initial condition in U n C,, must intersect the boundary of C, in 
some finite time. 
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3. STATE EQUATIONS FOR A CLASS OF DISTRIBUTED NETWORKS 
WITH NONLINEAR ELEMENTS 
Network Description 
The class of networks for which stability theorems have been developed 
may be represented as in Figure 1. A typical network consists of the inter- 
connection of linear time-invariant lumped parameter elements and memory- 
less time-invariant nonlinear elements with a collection of uniformly distri- 
buted RC transmission lines. This section shows that a large class of such 
networks can be represented by a functional differential equation of the form 
where xt denotes the state of the system, and f is a vector valued function 
continuous and locally Lipschitzian on subset S of C*. 
FIG. 1. Typical Network 
It will be assumed that the linear part of the network is a linear time- 
invariant lumped parameter N-port containing no independent sources, and 
whose physical behavior may be described by a system of first order ordinary 
differential equations of the form 
I%(t) = Ax(t) + al(t) (3-l) 
where x is an n-vector representing the internal state of the network. For 
example, some of its components may be currents in inductors while other 
components may be voltages across capacitors. The vector u is an N-dimen- 
sional vector whose components are the values of the currents and/or voltages 
at the N ports. 
To complete the description of the linear lumped network, it is necessary 
to specify the relation between x, u and the complementary variable of u 
which will be designated by w. This relation is assumed to be of the form 
w(t) = Cx(t) + Du(t). (3-2) 
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The vector w can be viewed as the output of the linear multiport, while u 
can be viewed as the input. The choice of the components wi of w is as 
follows: wi is the voltage at a port when ui is the current at the same port, and 
wi is the value of the current at a port when ui is the voltage at the same port. 
Thus, (3-2) is the relation giving a voltage [current] at a port as a linear 
combination of the current [voltage] at the same port and the internal state 
of the linear multiport. 
The nonlinear part of the network in Figure 1 is characterized as follows: 
Suppose that there arep ports at which the current is the independent variable, 
and Q ports at which the voltage is the independent variable; let i, and v, 
denote the vectors whose components are the values of those variables. Then 
the variables v, and i, complementary to i= and v, respectively are specified 
by a nonlinear vector valued function 
(3-3) 
The following assumptions are made with respect to the system described 
by Eqs. (3-l) and (3-2): 
(Al) It is possible to define an N-dimensional vector whose components 
are the components of v, and is plus the 2m currents at the ports connected to 
the URC lines, m being the number of URC lines. Thus N =p + q + 2m, and 
u = (vmt, i, , t it)t, where i is the 2m-dimensional vector whose components ii 
and im+j are the values of the currents at the two ends of thej-th line. Simil- 
arly, w = (iet, vst, vt)t. 
(A2) P is a positive definite symmetric matrix of order n. 
(A3) D is a diagonal matrix of order N with non-negative diagonal ele- 
ments da, ,..., da, , do, ,..., ds, , dl ,..., dz, , such that di # 0 for all j = 1, 2 ,..., 
2m. 
This work will not consider the question of when it is possible to select a 
set of state variables satisfying Eqs. (3-l) and (3-2), and the assumptions 
made above, since that question has received a great deal of attention in the 
literature. However, it is noted that when Eqs. (3-l) and (3-2) exist for a 
notwork containing no mutually coupled inductors, the matrix P is diagonal, 
positive definite, and its diagonal elements are the values of the reactive 
elements (capacitors and inductors) in the network. If mutual inductances are 
present, it may still be possible to satisfy (A2) but P will not be diagonal. 
Furthermore, if Eqs. (3-l) and (3-2) exist, with P nonsymmetric but non- 
singular, then assumption (A2) may be satisfied if both sides of (3-l) are 
multiplied by P-l. In this case the identity matrix takes the place of P. 
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As far as assumption (A3) is concerned, it should be pointed out that D is 
diagonal when for every pair of distinct ports of the linear lumped circuit 
there exists a zero of transmission at s = co. This follows by first aking the 
Laplace transform of (3-l) and (3-2). It is easy to show that 
W(s) = [C(sP - A)-l B + D] U(s), 
which at s = cc becomes W(s) = DU(s). Now for each j = 1 ,..., N if 
U,(s) = 0 for i f j and W,(s)/UJs) = 0 for k = l,..., j - 1, j + 1 ,..., N
then there is a zero of transmission between each distinct pair of ports and D 
is diagonal. 
Assumption (Al) through (A3) g a ree with most practical applications and 
cannot be regarded as serious constraints on the stability criteria. However, 
inclusion of stray shunt and series reactances and series resistances at the 
ports of the lumped linear multiport may prove to be necessary in some cases 
if the network is to satisfy assumptions (Al) through (A3). 
If p and 4 are the number of ports of the nonlinear multiport for which 
the current and voltage are, respectively, the independent variables, and if m 
is the number of URC lines, then B is an 71 x (p + 4 + 2~2) matrix, C is a 
(p + 4 + 2m) x n matrix and D is a square matrix of order (p + 4 + 2~2). 
For the purpose of the following development it is convenient to partition 
B and C in the following manner: 
B = LB, i %I i Bmlt B, = [B, /&I, BII = [B, /B, / ... /B,,], 
Bu, = [B,+l / B,+s / ... /B,,l 
c= 
G 
GI 
C III 1 
) c1= 
r C, 
I ------ 
Lc, 
In other words, BI , BII and Bm are submatrices consisting of columns 1 
through p + q, p + q + 1 through p + Q + m, and P + 4 + m + 1 
through p + 4 + 2m respectively of the matrix B. Cr , Cu and Cur are, 
similarly, submatrices consisting of the corresponding rows of C. Also, 
B, and BB are submatrices consisting of columns 1 through p and p + 1 
through p + q respectively of the matrix BI . The submatrices BII and BIII 
are partitioned in one column submatrices designated by Bj , for i = l,..., 2m. 
Similar definitions apply to the submatrices C, and C, as well as to the one 
row submatrices Ci , i = l,..., 2m, which partition Cr , Cu and Cm . 
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The diagonal matrix D will be partitioned as follows: 
D = DIAG{D1 , D,& D,, = DIAG{d, , d, ,..., dz,} 
where D1 and D,l are square, diagonal submatrices of order p + 4 and 2m 
respectively, and the diagonal elements of DI1 are all larger than zero. 
From Eqs. (3-2) and (3-3) there results 
[;] =++Q[;]). (3-4) 
In addition to assumptions (Al) through (A3), it will be further assumed 
that: 
(A4) In some neighborhood of x = 0 there exists a nonlinear vector 
valued function F* such that 
“LX [- 116 = F*(C*x), F*(O) = 0 
and such that F* is Lipschitz continuous on that neighborhood with 
Lipschitz constant L*. 
The class of networks for which the stability theorems are developed are 
those which can be represented as in Figure 1 and satisfy Eqs. (3-l), (3-2) 
and (3-3) together with the assumptions (Al) through (A4). 
Functional-Diflerential Equations 
Now, Eq. (3-2) gives the voltage at a given port as a linear combination of 
the current at the same port and the internal state of the lumped linear 
circuit. For the ports connected to the j-th URC line, this gives 
Vj = C+(t) + djij(t) and ~+i = G+At> + &+h+dt>- 
Hence, since 0 < dj < co and 0 < dm+i < co, the j-th URC line in the net- 
work in Figure 1 may be represented as in Figure 2. Therefore, using the 
result established in Appendix I concerning the terminal voltage-current 
relations for a URC line, the following functional equation is obtained upon 
FIG. 2. URC Line Two-Port 
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making appropriate parameter and variable identifications such as there 
replacing w,,(t) and vc(t) by Cjx(t) and C,+jx(t). 
1 ii(t) 1 = -L+iW j& [-1 1 -1 11 [c:+jl c. xw 
- 2?fl [ -;I - )lE:: I[ I ;;,,j x(t) (3-5) 
where 
with 
pjn = (- 1)” (Uj,Ei,)l!Z, and Aj = 
1 
dj + dm+j + Ro, 
0. ,A Kj2, , 
Ro, ’ 
O,+j = % , and 
0, Wjn = Ro,Co, . 
The Kin’s are the solutions of cot K = (OjOm+iKz - l)/(K(e, + O,,,)) and K 
is a function defined in Appendix I. Using this set of functional equations it is 
found that 
4=‘9/33/2-10 
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Substituting this and Eq. (3-5) into Eq. (3-l) the following relation is found: 
Pi(t) = Ax(t) + B,F*(C,x(t)) 
Defining A = DIAG(X, , ha ,..,, h,} it is found that 
= gl [Bi - Bm+jl UC, - G+d 
= (Bn - Bm) Wn - Cm)- 
Inserting this expression in Eq. (349, there results, 
I%(t) = Ax(t) + B,F*(Gx(t)) - @II - &II) WI, - GII) 40 
(3-7) 
where 
Equation (3-7) is a desired form of functional-differential equation. How- 
ever, for the statement of the stability theorems, it is convenient to express 
the sequence of matices (Qjn) as, (Qi,J = (Mjn - Nj, + Tj,J where 
{Mj,} and {Nj,} are sequences of positive-semidefinite matrices, and {Tj,) 
is a sequence of skew-symmetric matrices. 
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Using this result, Eq. (3-7) can be written as follows: 
(3-8) 
Equations (3-7) and (3-8) are autonomous ~functional-differential equ tions 
of the retarded type; that is, the rate of change i(t) of the system at time t 
depends only on the state of the system x(r) during the interval - co < 7 < t. 
It is easily shown (Appendix II) ,&at the right hand sides of Equations (3-7) 
and (3-8) satisfy a local Lipschitz condition on any set S = {cp E C* : C,cp(O) 
is in the domain of F*}. 
4. STABILITY OF DISTRIBUTED RC NETWORKS 
WITH NONLINEAR ELEMENTS 
This section presents two functionals defined on the function space C* 
and uses them in deriving a set of theorems and corollaries concerning the 
stability and instability of the equilibrium solution x = 0 of a network from 
the class of networks described by Eq. (3-8). 
A Continuous Functionul 
(4-l) 
+ oh j” j” ewjn(rl+Tr)(pt(T1) Nj,,cp(~.J dT1 dT2 , 
j n -cc -03 
where the uj’s are nonnegative constants to be chosen later. It is obvious that 
V(q) is nonnegative if the last term is nonnegative. Now, because the last 
term may be written as 
[S 
0 
-~ ewj”‘(pt(T) dT] Njn [I” 
-02 
emfnTcp(T) dT] , 
and because Nj, is positive semidefinite for all n and j, then the last term of 
(4-l) is nonnegative, and V is nonnegative. 
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It may be easily shown that V is continuous and bounded on C,, for 
0 < y < co. This is shown in Appendix III. 
Along the trajectory of the system, 
V(x,) = + x”(t) Px(t) + c 11’ e-win(t+7)xt(~) Mj,x(7) dr 
j n --m 
+ c 1 wjn 1’ 1” e--win(2t--r1--lp)xt(71) Nj,,x(7.J dT1 dr, . 
j n --m --5) 
The derivative of this functional along the trajectory of the system is 
r(xt) = xt(t) Pir(t) + c c xt(t) Mi,x(t) 
j n 
e-wjn(t-r)xt(T) Minx(~) dr 
+ 1 aIi &’ & xt(t) x(t) - C aj C 1’ e--wjn(t-‘)xt(~) X(T) dT 
j i n --m 
+ 7 F 2Wj, /I, eewjn(t-r)xt(t) Njnx(7) dT 
- 1 c 2f.& 1’ j-’ e-wjn(2t-r1-rp)Xt(T1) N,nX(r2) dq dT2 . 
i n -cc --m 
Replacing Pi(t) by the right side of Eq. (349, and rearranging some terms one 
obtains in the domain of definition of Eq. (3-8) 
V(xJ = xt(t) Ax(t) + xt(t) B,F*(C,x(t)) 
- XV) (&I - &I) Wu - Cm) x(t) 
- T ; xt(t) Mj,x(t) + C C2wjn 11, e--oin(t-T)xt(t) Mjnx(T) dT 
j n 
-CCwjnJt e win(t-T)~t(~) Mjnx(7) dT + c c 2xt(t) N+(t) 
+ i 1 F --$t(t) x(t) - F aj T 14, epw”‘(t’T)lt(T) X(T) dT 
i 
+ 7 F 2wjn 11, emwjncte7)xt(t) T$,x(T) d7 
w’n(2t-T1-“)Xt(T~) N,nx(~2) dq dT2 . 
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Now, since the sum of the fourth, iifth and sixth terms equals 
e-%n(t-~) [x(t) - X(T)] t Mi,[x(t) - x(r)] d7 < 0 
and the last term of P(x,) is nonpositive, then, 
v(x,) < x”(t) Ax(t) + x”(t) B,F*(C,x(t)) 
- x”(t) PII - Bm) A(% - Cm) x(t) 
+ C C 2xt(t) N&t) + C aj F $ xt(t) x(t) 
j n j 
+g:me 
-Win’t--7’[2wa(T,t,~(t), X(T)) - Uj(X(T), X(T))] dr. 
Now, choose a, = 0 if Tin = 0 for all n. Then the terms in the above expres- 
sion corresponding to those values of j for which aj = 0 and Tin = 0 may be 
dropped from the summation and it is possible to write: 
V(xJ < xf(t) Ax(t) + xt(t) B,F*(C,x(t)) 
- XV) @II - BIII) WI, - Cm) ~(4 
+ 7 g 2xYt) N&t) + C* % F $ XYt) x(t) 
j 
+7*ge -Win’t--7’[2wi.(Tjt,~(t), X(T)> - aj(x(7), X(T))] dr, 
where the symbol CT denotes summation over only those j’s for which 
aj # 0. Now if a and b are two positive numbers, and y and z any two 
elements in En, then 
- a(~, Y> + 2Ky, z> < f (z, z>. 
Applying this inequality to the last term of the previous equation, and then 
integrating the term, there results 
P(xt) d XV) Ax(t) + x”(t) B,F*(Crx(t)) 
- XV) @,I - Bm) Wn - Cm) x(t) 
+ 7 T 2xYt) Njnx(t) + I* % g & XYt) x(t) 
j 
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Thus, if the right hand side of the above inequality is less than or equal to 
zero for all x(t) E GK = {x : x E En, 11 x 11 <K} then Y(x,) < 0 for all xt 
in C* such that x,(O) E GK . Note: GK must be such that Crx is in the domain 
of F*. Now the values of the constants a, > 0 will be chosen in such a way 
that the conditions under which r(x,) < 0 will be as weak as possible. Note 
first hat for all x in GK , 
where 
and I is the identity matrix of the correct size. Therefore, the uj’s should be 
chosen in such a way that Uj/wj + 11 Uj Il/Uj is minimized. It is easily shown 
that this function of uf attains a minimum for uj = (11 U, II w$/~. With this 
choice of aj and with the substitution C,, N,,, = Nj , it is possible to write 
@t, d XV) Ax(t) + x’(t) B,F*(C&)) 
- XV) Pn - &II) Wu - Cm) x(t) 
+ T 2xt(‘) N+(t) + I* xt(t) (-!!J$),. (I+ & uf) x(t)e j 
Letting 
Ej = (J$J)“’ (I + & Uj) , 
3 j 
the above inequality yields 
%> G x’(t) [A - PII - &II) W,, - Cm) + 2 C Nj + I* Ej] x(t) 
j j 
+ XV) B,F*(C,x(t)). v-2) 
Another functional may also be defined on C* by 
v-3) 
eWj”(‘l+‘B)(pt(Tl) Mj,qa(r2) dq dT2 . 
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As in the case of Eq. (4-l), the functional defined by(4-3) on C,, , 0 < y < CO, 
is continuous and bounded. The proof of this is identical to that given for 
(4-l) in Appendix III. 
Proceeding along the same lines as before, it is easy to obtain 
V(X~) > x’(t) [A - (&I - &I) A(G, - GI) - 2 C W - C* Ej] X(t) 
j i 
+ xW?*(Gx(t)) 
where Mj = En Mjn , and the Ej’s are as defined before. 
It should be noted that since the previous functionals V(x,) are differen- 
tiable in time for all t > 0, then 
Stability and Instability Theorems 
Now a set of theorems and corollaries will be stated and proved. They give 
sufficient conditions for the stability and instability of the system defined by 
Eq. (3-8) together with assumptions (Al) through (A4) of Section 2. 
THEOREM 4-l. If: 
x’(t) [A - (&I - &,I) WI, - Cm) + 2 C Nj + I* Ej] x(t) 
i j 
+ +(t) B,F*(C,x(t)) d 0 
for all x in a neighborhood fthe origin, GK = {x : x E En, 11 x 11 < K}, then the 
solution x = 0 of Eq. (3-8) is stable. Moreover, if 
xt(t) [A - (BII - BIII) A(G, - CIII) + 2 C Nj + C* Ej] x(t) 
i j 
+ x”(t) B,F*(C,x(t)) < 0 
for all x E GK , x # 0, then the solution x = 0 is asymptotically stable, and 
every solution f Eq. (3-8) with initial condition in C, fm some H > 0 approaches 
the origin as t -+ co. 
Proof. Let Z! be a positive real number such that K = (2QX,)1/2, where 
X, is the smallest eigenvalue of P, and choose H such that 
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Let V be the continuous functional defined on C* by Eq. (4-l). Clearly 
V(0) = 0. Let l.J, = (‘p E C* : V(v) < 8). Then 
which means, 
Q E u, =s- 11 Q(o)(l < (5)“’ = K. 
Let U(S) be a real valued function defined on [0, K) by U(S) = 4 h,s2. Clearly, 
U(ll Q(o)lj) = $- A, 11 Q(o)l12 < v(Q) for all QEUG. 
Also, by Appendix C, Q E C, * V(Q) < 8, which implies that C, C U, . 
Therefore, the condition 
XV) [A - (%I - &II) Wn - Cm) + 2 1 Nj + I* Ej] x(t) 
i i 
+ x’(t) B,F*(C,x(t)) < 0 
for all x E GK implies U(Q) < 0 for all Q E U, , and since V(x,) is differ- 
entiable with respect to time, Ye,-,, = V(Q) < 0. Therefore, by Theo- 
rem 2.1, the solution x = 0 of (3-8) is stable. 
Now if 
xt(t) [A - (BII - &II) WG, - Cm) + 2 C Nj + C* Ej] x(t) 
i i 
+ d(t) B,F*(C,x(t)) < 0 
for all x E GK , x # 0, then the only invariant set contained in the set of all 
Q E U, where Pcams)(~) = 0 is (0). Therefore, by Lemma 2.1 every solution 
with initial condition in C, approaches the origin as t + co, and the solution 
is asymptotically stable. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 4.2. If 
x”(t) [A - @II - &II) W II - Cd - 2 1 lvr, - I* Ej] x(t) 
j j 
+ xt(t) B,F*(C,x(t)) > 0 
for all x # 0 in some neighborhood G, = {x E En : 11 x 11 < y < N}, then the 
solution x = 0 of Eq. (3-8) is unstable. 
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Proof. Let I’ be the bounded continuous functional defined on C, by 
Eq. (4-3). Let W’, = {‘p E C,, : V(cp) > 01. Since I’ is a continuous mapping 
from C, into El and since the set (0, co) is open in El, then WY is open in C,, 
and there exists an open subset W of C such that W,, = W n C, . It is 
obvious that 0 E WY , and also that the intersection of the boundary of 14 
with C,, consists of all those points cp in C, for which ll(cp) = 0. Define a 
real valued function on [0, H) by u(s) = 4 X,9, where h, is the largest eigen- 
value of P. Clearly u(s) is continuous and increasing on [0, H), and u(O) = 0. 
Therefore, for all cp E WY , 
u(ll cp(O)ll) = + &I II (P(0)/12 3 4 MO) Pv(O) > Vcp). 
Now, the condition 
x’(t) [A - (Bn - Bm) A(G - Cm) - 2 1 Mj - I* Ej] X(t) 
j j 
+ xf(t) B,F*(C,x(t)) > 0 
on G, - (0) implies ~$.s,((p) = vts-s)((p) > 0 on W, and that the subset 
of the closure of WY for which ~&s,((p) = 0 contains no invariant set of 
Eq. (3-8) except the origin. Thus, by Theorem 2.2 the solution x = 0 of 
Eq. (3-8) is unstable. 
COROLLARY 4.1 (Complete Stability) If 
XV) [A - (&I - B,II) A(G, - Gu) + 2 1 Nj + I* Ej] X(t) 
j j 
+ x’(t) B,F*(C,x(t)) < 0 
for all x E El1 - (0) and assumption (A4) holds for all x E En, then every solution 
of Eq. (3-8) with bounded initial condition cp approaches zero as t + 53. 
Proof. Use the proof of Theorem 4.1 with K and 1 selected such that 
H > sup{II cp(a)l/ : - 00 < u < 01. 
The following corollaries will relate the previous results to the stability and 
instability of systems with no URC lines. Consider the system of Figure 3. 
Assume that the lumped linear part may be described by Eqs. (3-l) and (3-2) 
and the nonlinear part by (3-3). Suppose also that assumptions (Al) through 
(A4) of Section 1 are satisfied. Let Roj be the value of a lumped resistor con- 
nected between terminals j and m + j of the linear multiport, m being the 
total number of such resistors. In other words, the system of Figure 3 is 
identical to the system for which Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 apply, except that 
the URC lines have been replaced by lumped resistors. Appendix IV obtains 
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the equations which describe this network as well as conditions for stability 
and instability. From the results of this appendix, and the results obtained 
previously in this chapter, the following corollaries may be easily established. 
Nonlinesr 
Memoryless 
Network Ii 3. i 
FIG. 3. Network of Figure 1 with Resistors in Place of U@?! Lines 
COROLLARY 4.2. If the conditions of Theorem 4.1 are satisfied for a system 
with URC lines, then the same system is stable when the URC lines are replaced 
by lumped resistors, each with a resistance equal to the total resistance of the 
corresponding line (i.e., the system of Figure 3 is stable.) 
COROLLARY 4.3. If the conditions of Theorem 4.2 are satisjied, then the same 
system is unstable when the URC lines are replaced by lumped resistors, each 
with a resistance equal to the total resistance of the corresponding line (i.e., the 
system of Figure 3 is unstable.) 
COROLLARY 4.4. If the system of Figure 3 is stable according to Theorem 
1V.Z and ~I,BI,,] = [C~&], then the same system is stable when the resistors 
Ro, are replaced by URC lines with total ine resistance equal to Roj . 
Proof. If [B,, : Bull = [Cf i Cfr,], then Ni = Ej = 0 for all 
j = 1, 2,..., m. Therefore, the conditions of Theorem 4.1 are satisfied. 
COROLLARY 4.5. If the system of Figure 3 is unstable accordit2g to Theorem 
IV.2 and [B,,B,,,] = - [C~&], then the same system is unstable when the 
resistors R,,are replaced by URC lines with total ine resistance equal to R,, . 
Proof. If [Bn : Bm] = - [Ci, : Cm] then Mj = Ej = 0 for all 
j = 1, 2,..., m.Theorem 4.2 completes the proof. Q.E.D. 
The following examples are applications of the above results. 
EXAMPLE 1. As a first example, consider the distributed network of 
Figure 4. It is assumed that the function f is a voltage controlled nonlinear 
resistance satisfying a Lipschitz condition in some neighborhood of the 
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FIG. 4. Network for Example 1 
origin, and such that f(0) = 0. For this network, Eqs. (3-l) and (3-2) 
become: 
Thus, P = [Cl, A = [0], Bi = [- 11, Bn = [l], Bn, = [0] and Ci = [I], 
Cn = [I], Cm = [O], di = R, and d, = R, . Furthermore 
PII / BI,II = [ch / C:d, N,, = PI, T,, = PI, El = PI 
and 
Ml, = [1 01 [- ; 
n 
- ‘ln] [A] = ulln = $ K(& (8, , I&), 
%I 01 
where 0i = R,/Ro, , O2 = R,IRol , K is a function defined in Appendix I, and 
the Ki,‘s are the solutions of Cot K = (13~0$? - l)/K(f?, + f3,). Also, 
* = [l/(4 + 4 + RY1!l = [l/V& + R, + R,J and 4, = f(x). Now by 
Theorem 4.1 the equilibrium state s = 0 of this example is asymptotically 
stable if there exists a K > 0 such that - x[f(x) + x/(R, + R, + Ro,)] < 0 
when 0 < ( x 1 < K. Similarly, from Theorem 4.2, the origin is unstable 
if there exists a y > 0 such that 
- x [jtx) + (R, + Ry + Rn, + 2 F %) ‘1 ’ ‘3 
when 0 < I x I < y. 
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FIG. 5. Stability Criteria for Example 1 
FIG. 6. (a) Notch Filter for Example 2. (b) Model for Operational Amplifier. 
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These criteria re shown graphically in Figure 5. If in some neighborhood 
of the origin the functionf(x) lies within the region specified stable, then the 
equilibrium point x = 0 is asymptotically stable. If in some neighborhood 
of the origin the functionf(x) lies in the region specified unstable, then the 
equilibrium point is unstable. If f(x) I ies within the remaining region, the 
equilibrium may or may not be stable. Complete stability follows from 
Corollary 4.1 iff(x) lies in the open stable region for all x. 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the active network of Figure 6a in which Q repre- 
sents an operational amplifier with the equivalent circuit shown in Figure 6b. 
Let the function f representing a voltage controlled nonlinear load resis- 
tance satisfy a Lipschitz condition on a neighborhood of the origin, and 
be such that f(0) = 0. This network is used as a notch filter ([7], pp. 164- 
171 and 271-280). The problem here is to find the conditions under which 
stability can be guaranteed. The complete model for this network is shown in 
Figure 7. The two resistors placed at both terminals of the URC line have 
been introduced in order to satisfy assumption (A3); their value can be 
arbitrarily small. Equations (3-l) and (3-2) for this network are: 
r I c i. 
FIG. 7. Model of Network for Example 2. 
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where x = (x1 , xJ~. Thus, 
p = [2 $ , A = [‘* -ol)/rO “b”] , 
BI = [ - ;] 9 61 = [;] , Bu, = [;] , 
c, = [l 01, cn = [I 11, GI = [* 01, and dl = d, = T. 
Also 
W*Gx) = - [fh) 01’ and I 
1 
n = 2r + R,, ’ 1
Furthermore, 
PII i B,d = [C;, ! C:;,l, N, = PI, Tm = LOI, and E, = [O]. 
Therefore, by Theorem 4.1, the equilibrium state x = 0 of this network is 
asymptotically stable if there exists a K > 0 such that for all x in Gk 
or 
This criterion should be easy to verify; however, to simplify matters, 
assume that f behaves linearly in a neighborhood of the origin in GK and that 
f (x1) = a1 there. In this case, it is easy to show that the above criterion 
requires that the matrix 
[ 
a+(1 -+o -a/r0 
0 l/P + Ro,) I 
be positive definite. This is so if the following conditions are satisfied: 
a+->o, ( a + (1 -4 H 1 TO ‘b 2r+%, > -f$o. 0 
Since I is arbitrarily small, the second inequality may be approximated by 
( 
a+ u-4 1 1 as>O 
10 > 
---- , 
Ro, 4 roa 
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or 
RO1 
a > 4roa -[ 
This criterion may be expressed graphically as in Figure 8. The open 
shaded area in the (OL, a) plane represents the region in which the above two 
inequalities are satisfied. For all values of a and OL such that the pair (CC, a) 
is in the open shaded area, the network is asymptotically stable. 
FIG. 8. Stability Region for Network of Example 2. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The principal result of this paper has been the presentation of some func- 
tionals by means of which a set of theorems and corollaries concerning the 
stability and instability of a class of distributed networks with nonlinear 
elements was established. These theorems specify sufficient conditions to 
ensure that the equilibrium state x = 0 of the network is stable, asymptotic- 
ally stable, completely stable, or unstable. 
It was found that the stability criteria depend on the distributed parameters 
of the lines (resistance and capacitance per unit length), as well as on the 
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physical length of each of the URC lines. This last result differs from the 
one obtained by Willson [2] for LC transmission lines. In fact, Willson’s 
criteria re all independent of the physical length of the lines. 
An important conclusion that can be drawn from the results is that when- 
ever the system with URC lines is stable/unstable, then the system resulting 
from replacing the URC lines by lumped resistors with value equal to the 
total resistance of each line is stable/unstable. (Corollaries 4.2 and 4.3.) 
The opposite, however, is not necessarily true. Only in some specific cases 
(Corollaries 4.4 and 4.5) is it possible to conclude that if the network with 
lumped resistors is stable/unstable, than the network with URC lines is 
stable/unstable. Note: The word stability is used here in the sense of the 
theorems developed in this work. 
The stability criteria developed here may be easily extended to include the 
case of uniformly distributed LG lines. The extension to LG lines has not 
been presented here because these lines lack practical interest. It is also 
possible to combine the results obtained in this work with the results obtained 
by Willson so as to provide a stability theory for systems consisting of both 
LC and RC lines. 
APPENDIX I 
In this appendix the terminal voltage-current relations for a uniformly 
distributed RC transmission line (URC line) with terminating series resistors 
are established. Such a transmission line with terminating resistors, as shown 
in Fig. 9, satisfies the pair of partial differential equations 
a+, t) - = - Yoi(Z, t), aZ 
ai(z, t) a+, 4 
-=-coT%-1 az (I-lb) 
defined on M[t, , T] = {(z, t) : 0 < z < L < CO, to < t < T < oo} and 
subject to the initial and boundary conditions 
and 
(I-2a) 
(I-2b) 
= rQ(t). 
zl 
(I-2c) 
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The parameters 4 rs , and c, denote the length of the line, the resistance per 
unit length, and the capacitance per unit length. The total line resistance 
Y,#’ and line capacitance c,e will be denoted by R, and C,, . 
FIG. 9. Transmission Line Two-Port. 
To simplify the development ahead, it is convenient to express V(Z, t) 
as the sum of three real valued functions ~(2, t), D,(z, t) and a&, t), ail defined 
on the set M[t, , T], and such that the function u(z, t) is given by 
(I-3) 
with /zr = RI/r, , h, = R,/r, , the function v,(z, t) satisfies the homogeneous 
equation 
the boundary conditions 
%(z* t) ~~(0, t) - h, az; I 0, 
aw,(z, t)
= %Vv t) + h2 ---g-- 
I 
= 0, 
2=0 z=c 
and the initial condition 
W,(% to) = g(z) - 4% to) = tw, 
and the function w&z, t) satisfies the inhomogeneous equation 
1 aava(z, t) 
~,c, a22 
_ adz, 4 I adza t) 
at at ’ 
the boundary conditions 
%I(% t) 
do, t) - 4 T I wt.V, 6 + 4 
%(z, t) 
, - =o, 
.z=o 
d2 I et 
(I-4) 
(I-5) 
U-6) 
u-7) 
V-8) 
409/33/2-11 
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and the initial condition 
w&z, to) = 0. U-9) 
It is easy to check that indeed v = u + v, + vr, is the solution to the problem 
consisting of (I-l) and (I-2). 
Employing standard techniques to solve (I-4) and (I-7), subject to the 
indicated boundary and initial conditions, and letting t,, + - co, the follow- 
ing homogeneous functional relations are found: 
(0, t) = 
1 
R, + R, + Ro ho(t) - WI 
i(f, t) = 1 
R, + R, + 4, 
h(t) - &)I 
(I-10) 
(I-l 1) 
+ 2 .fl I’, e-““(t-‘)[pntio(T) - %74441 dT, 
with the parameters defined as follows: Let K(X, y, z) be a real valued function 
defined on the set {(x, y, z) : 0 < x, 0 < y, 0 < z} and given by 
K@p ys 4 = [(I + x + y) + (x2 :‘,aj:; + xJ3) 22 + XayW] - 
Then, 
where 6, = RJR, and 8, = R,lR,, and where the K,‘s are the solution of 
Equations (I-10) and (I-l 1) can be integrated by parts to give: 
1 
i(o' t, = R, + R, + R, h(t) - %Wl 
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and 
1 
i(t’ t, = R, + R, + R,, h(t) - ZldWl 
(I-13) 
APPENDIX II 
Let m equal the number of URC lines in the network. For each 
j = I,..., m let {win} be the monotonically increasing sequence of positive 
real numbers defined in Section 3, and let b E (0, 1) be such that 
1 log - < min (wil>. 
b l<j<m 
With such a b, and for any two elements cp and + in C, let ~(9, +) denote 
the metric defined in Section 2. This appendix shows that the right side of 
Eq. (3-7) is locally Lips&i&an relative to the metric defined above, on the 
set S of C*, where S = (‘p f C* : C&(O) is in the domain of F*}. To do this, 
it will be shown first that the right side of Eq. (3-7) is locally Lipschitzian on 
C, n S, 0 < H < co. Then it will be shown that the result may be extended 
on S until the boundary of S is reached. 
First a set of lemmas which will be used in the process of specifying a 
Lipschitz constant will be presented. Note: Throughout these lemmas, the 
letter b will be used to denote the real number b E (0, 1) used in connection 
with the metric. 
LEMMA 11.1. 1j a is a positiwe real number such that log l/b < a, then the 
infinite series Cz=‘=, b-ke-ak conwerges uniformly. 
Proof. In applying the ratio test 
lim b-(k+l)e--a(k+l) 1 
k+m I 
b-ke-ok = bea ’ 
Since 
1 1 1 
kb<a*bcea=>bea(l, 
the series converges uniformly by the ratio test. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA II.2 ([2], p. 28). If - t, denotes any Jixed point in the interwal 
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[- (k + I), - 4 and if gk denotes the mapping from C,((- oo,O], En) 
into En defined by g, = cp(- tk) for all Q E C, , then g, satisjies a Lipschitx 
condition on C, with Lipschitz constant L, = max{l, 2Hbdk). 
LEMMA 11.3. Let g denote the mapping from C,((- 00,0], E”) into En 
such that I = syco eaTcp(T) dr for all Q E c, and a such that log l/b < a. 
Then g satisfies a Lipschitz condition on C, . 
Proof. For Q, 4 in c,, 
11 g(Q) - d9)11 = 11 j-O e"'(Q(d - (L(d) T11 < I"_, ear 11 Q(T) - +(dl d7 
= ' -;:;k+,, eaT II ~(4 - WI1 d7. k=O 
In each interval [- (k + I), - k] there exists a point - t, such that 
11 Q(- fk) - +(-- tk>ll = m=4l Q(t) - +(a : t E [- (h + 11, - N>- 
Let J be the first positive integer such that 2Hb-’ > 1, then 
ea7 11 Q(T) - +(~)ll dr < i. ~~~,, eaT II Q(-- tk) - +(- tk>ll dr 
= y ,_b+, 
ear II Q(- tk) - +(- tk)li d7 
I;=0 
+ :‘I::,,, eaT I( Q( - tk) - +(- tk)li dr, 
and from Lemma 11.2, 
< L 
a 
‘2 (,-ak _ e-~s(K+l)) + f 2Hb-k(e-ak - e-Q(k+l) 
k=O k=J 
) P(Qt +)] 
‘2 e-ak + 2H f b-ke-ak p(cp, +). 
k=O k=J I 
From Lemma 11.1, the second series converges, so after replacing I- 1 
by co in the first sum, and 1 by 0 in the second, there results, 
1) g(Q) - g(tp)ll < i [ 5 e-““(1 -I- 2Hb-“)] p(% 4). 
k-0 
Q.E.D. 
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LEMMA 11.4. Let {ai}; be a monotonically increasing sequence of positive 
elements such that log 1/b < a, . Let {Ai}: be a sequence of n x n matrices 
st4.4 tht lcL5, II .%I II converges. Let g be the mapping from C,((- CO, 01, En) 
into E* defined by 
g(cp) = ,“1 aA I:, ea”Q(7) dT 
for all Q in CH . Then g satisfies a Lipschitx condition. 
Proof. For cp and + in C,, , 
11 d4 - g(+)li = 112 anAn 1” 
II=1 - -1) 
e”“‘(cp(7) - 444) d7 11 
Applying Lemma II.3 to the factor containing the integral, 
1) A, I( $ e-@(I + 2Hb-“) 
h=l I 
1 p(cp, +) 
[ 
1 
= 1 - e-a, + 1 -~?,e-o,] [~lll&Ii]dv, +). Q.E.D. 
We now proceed to prove that the right side of Eq. (3-7) is locally Lip- 
schitzian. Ifxt(u) = x(t + a), - co < u < 0, is a point in C, , then Eq. 
(3-7) may be written in the equivalent form 
k(t) = f(xJ = P-l Ax,(O) + B,F*(C,x,(O)) 
I 
- @II - Bud WI, - Cm) x&Q - f f 2QinxtUY (11-l) 
jcl n-1 
From Lemma II.2 the mapping f, from C, to Em defined by 
fdxt) = P-V - @%I - BIII) WII - Gdl x,(O) 
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is Lipschitz continuous on C, , 0 < H < oo, with Lipschitz constant 
LI = II P-l II * II A - (%I - Bd *(CU - CU~)II * max{l, 2H). 
For the same reason, the mapping 
f&J = P-1 ($ @25n) xt(O) 
from C, to En is Lipschitz continuous on C, with constant 
LII = 2 (1 f f Qin 11 *mdl, 2H) - II P-l II . 
j-l n=l 
From assumption (A4) in Section 3, the mapping firI from S to En defined 
by fm(xJ = P-lBIF*(CIx,(0) is Lips&& continuous on C, n S, 
0 < H < co, with Lipschitz constant 
* Lm = II P-l II I BI II . L . 
Finally for each j = I,..., m the mapping from C, to En defined by 
is Lipschitz continuous on C, , according to Lemma 11.4, provided that the 
number b in the definition of the metric is such that b < wil . Choosing 
b -C minl~~&4 and using the triangle inequality, we find that the 
mapping fiv = x:” lZ1 fj is Lipschitz continuous on C, , 0 < H < CO with 
Lipschitz constant 
LIv = 2m max 
[ ( 
1 
l<j<m 1 - e+ll + 1 -;:e-,,,) @la.ll)]llP-1ll. 
Since f = fI + flI + &II + fIv , it is found using the triangle inequality, 
that the mapping f in Eq. (II-l) of this appendix is Lipschitz continuous on 
C,., n S, 0 < H < CO, with Lipschitz constant 
hi = L, + 4, + Lm + L‘V 
Now take cp E S. Since S C C*, there exists Hi >, 0 such that 
Hl = sup I v(t)/ over t E (- co, 01. Let 
N(cp) = {+ E C : sup ( q-~(t) - +(t)l c Ha over t E (- co, 01). 
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Take any + E N(Q) n S. Then both Q and + are in C, r\ S, H = HI + H, , 
and there exists a constant L, such that 1 f(Q) - f(+)l <L&Q, +) for all 
+ E N(Q). Therefore the rightside ofEq. (3-7) is locally Lipschitzian i  S. 
APPENDIX III 
In this appendix we prove that the functional defined by Eq. (4-l) is con- 
tinuous and bounded on the space C, , 0 < H < co. First we prove a set of 
lemmas, that will be useful for the proof. Throughout these lemmas, the 
letter b will be used to denote the real number 0 < b < 1 used in connection 
with the metric defined in Section 2. 
LEMMA 111.1. The functional f defined on C, by f(Q) = Q*(O) PQ(O), 
where P is an n x n matrix, is continuous on C, , 0 ,< H < 00 
Proof. Let E > 0 be given. For Q and + in C, , 
1 f(Q) - f(+)/ = / 8 Q”(o)pQ(o) - 4 +t(0)P'b(O)i 
< 1 + Qt(0) p(Q(o) - ‘h(o))\ + 1 i (Qt(0) - @8) p+(o)1 
= 4 I(Q(o), p(Q(o) - +@))>I 
+ 4 I((Q(o) - ‘b(o)), p’i’(o))I 
d 4 /I Q(o)11 ’ /I p 11 ’ 11 Q(o) - ‘b(o)11 
+ 4 11 +@)I1 ’ 11 p 11 ’ I/ Q(o) - +(o)il 
< H. II P II . II Q(o) - +,(o)ll . 
From Lemma II.2 we find /I Q(O) - +(O)ll < max(1, 2H) . P(Q, +). There- 
fore, I f(Q) - f(+,)l < H * I( P II * max(1, 2H) * p(cp, +) < e, provided 
p(Q, +) < 6, where 8 depends upon E in an obvious manner. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 111.2. Let {ai}; be a monotonically increasing sequence of positive 
elements such that log l/b < ai . Let {Ai),” be a sequence of n x n matrices such 
that Cz=‘=, 11 A, \\/a, converges. Let f be a function on C, defined by 
Then f is continuous on C, . 
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Proof. Let E > 0 be given. For cp and + in C, , 
G C 2H * II A, II j”_, 8”’ II cpb> - Ndll do. 
R 
Using a result established inproving Lemma 11.4, we get 
If(v) - Y49I G 31. ( 1 _’ e-a, + 1 -2bFfie-aI ) .(C y) P(CP, +) < E, 12 
provided ,o(cp, (L) < 6, where 6 depends on F in an obvious manner. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 111.3. Let {a,); und {A,); be defined as in Lemma 111.2. Let f be a 
functional defined on C, by 
ean(T1+72)(pt(Tl) Alan dT1 dT2 . 
Then f is contimmus on C, . 
Proof. The proof of this lemma is similar to that of Lemma 111.2, and is 
therefore omitted here. 
If we now apply Lemma III.1 to the first term of V in Eq. (4-l), Lemma 
III.2 to the second and third terms, and Lemma III.3 to the last, it is imme- 
diate that V is continuous on C, , 0 < H < co, provided that the number b 
in the definition fthe metric is chosen as in Appendix II. 
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We now prove that V is bounded on C, . For any cp in C, , 
I V(v)1 < 4 II ~~(0) PQ(O)II + T g ST, ew’nT II Q’(T) W,Q(~II dT 
+ C aj ; & I”, ewln’ II ~~(7) Q(T)II d7 
+ i C wjn so co ew~Ta(rl+rz) (1 Q~(T~) Nj,~(~& dT1 dT2 
j n -m ---cc 
< (+ II P II + C I& [II Mjn II + II N+n II + 21) Hz = A 
i n 
Thus, we have shown that V is bounded on C, , 0 f H < co. 
APPENDIX IV 
This appendix obtains stability criteria for the network obtained by 
replacing the URC lines in the network of Figure 1 with lumped resistors of 
value Roj . This new network is shown in Figure 3. As before, it will be 
assumed that the linear and nonlinear multiports are characterized by the 
relations (3-l), (3-2), and (3-3), and satisfy assumptions (Al) through (A4). 
From Eq. (3-2) we get, for the ports connected to the j-th lumped resistor 
Roj , vj = Cjx(t) + djij(t) and ~,,,+j = Cm+jx(t) + dm+ji,+i(t). Subtracting 
the first equation from the second, and noticing from Figure 3 that 
ij(t) = - im+i(t), there results 
V>,l+~j - Vj = - (Cj - Cm+j) X(t) - (dm+i $ dj) ij e 
But Vm+j - vj = Rojij(t), therefore, it is found that, 
-1 
ii(t) = dj + d,+j + Roj G - CnI+i) x(t) 
and 
-1 
im+j(t) = dj + dm+i + Roj (cn+j - CA x(t)* 
Using matrix notation these equations may be written as 
iAt) [ I 
-1 1 -1 Cj 
in,+&> = 4 + d,n+j + Ro, [ X(t)- - 1 1 I[ cm+j 1 
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Replacing this in Eq. (3-l), it is easy to find that 
WI = Mt) + W*GW - (&I - RI,) WI, - Cm), (IV-l) 
which is the differential equation characterizing the network of Figure 3. 
Now, using the continuous, bounded function V(x) = 4 xt(t) Px(t), and 
the results obtained by La Salle [8, 9, IO] for ordinary differential equations, 
the following two theorems are very easy to prove: 
THEOREM IV.l. If 
xt[A - (Bn - E&u) Wrr - Cm)] x + xtBP*(Gx) d 0 
for all x in a neighborhood of the or&in GK = {x E En : (1 x (1 c K}, then the 
equilibrium solution x = 0 of Eq. (IV-l) is stable. Moreover, if the equal sign 
in the above expression OCCUYS only for x = 0, then the solution is asymptotically 
stable, and every solution with initial tondition in GK approaches the origin as 
t+co. 
THEOREM IV.2. If 
xt[A - (Bu - Bm) WI, - Cm)] x + xtBP*(Gx) > 0 
fm all x # 0 in some n&hborhood G, = {x E E* : 11 x (1 d y < H), then tlte 
solution x = 0 of Eq. (IV-l) is unstable. 
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